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Map Description

where the flour is combined with water and kneaded
just before baking.

The terrain of the map is a cracked earth or sandy
desert terrain. Patches of earth with a more bronze
hue can represent scorched earth where the
dynamite was directly placed to create the Syverfall
generic
setting.
Green
spindles
represent
tumbleweeds or desert plants tenaciously clinging to
the earth at the Game Master’s discretion.

A back door leads to a wagon loaded up with
supplies to leave in the storage room or with ores for
transport to either the Arizona Territory Express
Stage Coach Line or the Syver rail line. The
company likes to keep bandits guessing by varying
the transportation method of the ores.
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Most buildings have the universal feature of two
hitching posts for tethering horses in the front, a
wooden patio, and a center door with the exception
of the Blacksmith’s Shop and Stables. A brown step
in the back indicates a back door or on the side, a
side door.

The Assay Office is an institution set up to assay or
test ore to ascertain if the metallurgical contents are
up to the prevailing standards. The assay office
provides a hallmark if the ore is at standard. The
assay office also exchanges currency for ore for a
fee. The front room has the assayer’s desk and chair
with two chairs for anyone looking for an assay to
exchange ore for currency. There are four cabinets
filled with copied documentation of hallmarks given
by the assay office. The back room behind the
assayer’s office has a couple crates for recently
stowed ores, two picks, and a pack with some tools
for assessing ores.
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Western Town is a full exterior map of a Wild West
town with all of the interiors of the buildings
displayed.

The brick storage room in the back has a front and
back door. It is filled with barrels and crates that hold
ore or supplies for the town such as water.
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The northwest corner has a dilapidated building with
a cracked stone floor. This was the first building
brought to the town and shows its age. The traveling
smithy or forge was brought to the town hitched to a
stage coach and dragged behind with its two wheels
in the back. The Blacksmith’s Shop has an anvil in
front of the building and two tethering posts at an
angle but no patio or front center door. The
blacksmith’s shop is entered from a side door on the
left side. The main feature of the room‘s interior is a
massive kiln. The kiln produces heat that is
compounded by the dry heat of the desert, thus the
blacksmith is generally found outside at the anvil
unless he is currently using the kiln.

From here we proceed across the north part of the
map from left to right starting just after the
Blacksmith’s Shop.
The Last Stop Restaurant has four tables
surrounded by four chairs each. Behind the two
counters are a kitchen and bakery. The northwest
corner of the room has a cupboard for dishes, a
stove, and a large bucket for cleaning dishes. The
northeast corner of the room has a kiln for baking
bread, a cutting counter with a chair where bread
and a pie are sliced up, and a preparatory table

The sign for the Ace in a Hole Saloon and Gambling
Room has a red spade on it, often considered a joke
or having a hidden meaning such as spades soaked
in blood. There are five tables surrounded by four
chairs. The table furthest back has a deck of cards
on top it. The bar has six bar stools and a fully
stocked liquor cabinet. The bar generally serves
whiskey or wine to customers. The stairs behind the
bar ascend to a second level in a clockwise direction
and descend in a counterclockwise direction. The
second level is filled with rooms for the night,
travelers sleeping alone or perhaps with company.
The General Store advertises tobacco, clothing,
guns, and hardware as its main draws. The front
room has a counter and three tables for displaying
goods. There is a hat rack near the door to the back
room. The back room has four crates and seven
barrels for stored items.

In the southwest corner of the map, the Stables
overflow dirt and straw into the streets. Just to the
north of the stables, there is a stage coach that is
likely in the middle of a horse transfer. The stables
can be entered from the barn door in the northwest
or from a smaller door in the southwest. Yellow
bricks are hay bales on the map. There is also a
ladder in the center of the stables.

The Sheriff’s Office usually has the sheriff and
deputies’ horses hitched here when they are in the
office. Most of the sheriff’s office is made of wood;
however, the area surrounding the main holding
cells is made of brick. Upon entering the main room
there is a table with three chairs that the sheriff and
deputy use to play poker or dice games when things
are going smooth in town. The sheriff’s desk and
chair are to the south of this table next to a wall
although it’s rare to see him sitting there. The room
has many chairs stationed at key points throughout
the room for guarding prisoners from various angles.
There are four main holding cells to the right, each
with a bed and a chamber pot. The back room in the
southwest corner is empty. This room could be used
to store ammunition and guns, as a place for the
sheriff and deputy to retreat and run for cover, or as
a place to sequester a witness and keep them away
from the criminals in the holding cells.
Syverfall Generic Setting
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From here we proceed across the south part of the
map from left to right starting just after the Stables.

with wooden dividers employed for privacy. A black
hat rack is in the middle of the eastern wall.
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The Undertaker has a front room used for funerals
with a raised platform to present the recently
deceased with four chairs for witnesses. There is a
chair and a table on the other side of the room that
can be used for placing the guestbook or for
conducting business with the undertaker. There is a
black hat rack near the door to the backroom. The
back room has four caskets ready.

This generic Wild West town can be placed into any
existing cowboy-themed Savage Worlds game. As
this is a generic Old West setting, the races
represented in Syverfall are those that immigrated
into the American West during the American Frontier
era in the late Nineteenth Century.
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Arizona Territory Express Stage Coach Line has a
front room with eight chairs for people waiting for
their next stage coach, a front desk and chair for the
ticket seller, and a safe for ticket money. The back
room has a pile of crates, boxes, and barrels that
represent the luggage of travelers on the stage
coach. There is a back door to make it easier to
move the luggage to the stage coach after the stage
coach harnesses six fresh horses from the stables.

The Bank has four chairs in the front room for
waiting customers. Behind the counter are spaces
for three bank tellers and a cabinet for bank notes.
There is a hallway that connects the front room, the
teller room, and the back room. The back room has
a safe, and a desk and chair for the banking
manager to meet with up to two people in the back
room on top of an embroidered red carpet. There are
two cabinets in the back room, one of them for
banking notes and the other one has copies of
hallmarks for any ores the bank has handled through
its system.

Syverfall has a cracked earth or desert terrain
suitable for placement in the American Southwest
such as Arizona. Feel free to use it in the Great
Plains during a drought or even California if the
westward expansion has progressed that far in your
campaign instead.

The Bathhouse is the perfect cure for saddle sore
travelers. This building has blue hitching posts and a
unique black checkered and diamond pattern on a
white floor. There are four bath tubs in the building

Prices for services or goods are listed in $ as USA
dollars. Feel free to change this to your Savage
World setting’s fund type if different. For example,
this could be a town in Mexico and all the prices
would instead be in pesos.

Feel free to change the NPCs herein to suit your
game.
The ♠ symbol indicates a Wild Card. [M] is a Major
Hindrance. [m] is a Minor Hindrance.

Syverfall History
Syverfall was created by the Syver Mining &
Railroad Company. Syver is known for its aggressive
and some would safe unsafe mining and blasting
policies. Rather than circumventing a mountain
range in southern Arizona, they used enough TNT to
create a valley through the mountains in their
estimation. Syver intended to keep going west to
California, but as luck would have it, silver ingots
were found in the debris of the explosion and even
the large yield of TNT used was not enough to
completely get through the mountain range to
continue going west.

Savage Tales here: Stolen Work

♠ Master Blacksmith Wei Bo
Most people approaching the forge wrongly assume
that the young looking Chinese man named Wei Bo
is the apprentice at the shop and ask for the master.
He is used to such American attitudes by now.
Hearing of riches to be found in the United States in
terms of silver and gold, he made the long boat ride
around the tip of South America to arrive in Texas
and signed on with the first rail company that would
accept his services. Wei Bo saw the shoddy work
being done to create the rail ties as a rail worker and
demonstrated his skill at blacksmithing by creating
superior rail ties in the traveling smithy at night after
his day shift of pounding rail ties into place.
Impressed with his skill and work ethic, Syver had
him apprenticed to an old, grizzled ex-Confederate
blacksmith called Cid Wayland who taught him
everything he knew. Shortly after finishing teaching
Wei Bo, the consumption he had caught in the Civil
War finished the job, leaving Wei Bo as the new
master blacksmith.
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Syver cleared the blasting area of the silver ore and
used it to finance the building of the town of Syverfall
on top of the scorched earth of the blasting zone.
Syver then built a mine into the nearby mountains
using its rail line from Arizona to Texas to transport
the goods back east.
Blacksmith’s Shop

goods can be bought at normal prices here (bullets
should be at about normal cost as a result). Iron or
steel goods cost double what they would normally
cost because iron ore is scarce here. Wei Bo
generally charges 75% of the base cost of an item if
the customer brings him the ore to be used to create
the item.
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Even if not using the Savage Worlds setting, the
map, NPC personalities, and adventure hooks can
be used in any Wild West setting.

Most of the buildings in town have names or name
plates, but this traveling smithy never stays in one
town for long, moving from boom town to boom
town. To travel, the building is hitched to the back of
the stage coach and dragged, able to move in this
way by the two wheels in the back of the mobile
building. This mobile building saw service in the Civil
War as a support smithy to keep artillery pieces in
repair for the Confederacy.
It is now owned by Syver and has been moved from
boomtown to boomtown as Syver has moved west
from Texas.
The Blacksmith’s Shop focuses on crafting things
such as horseshoes to support the Express Stage
Coach line and extra pick axes, shovels, and other
mining equipment to support the Syver silver mine.
Silver is often found with other soft metals such as
bronze, gold, and lead. Bronze, silver, gold, and lead

Wei Bo wears a simple gray vest with no shirt, brown
pants, and black boots. He has a youthful
appearance but is forty years old. Physically, he is a
large, muscle-bound man due to his work on the
rails and in the smithy. He is always sweating due to
the heat of the forge and the desert, which
sometimes causes him to lose his grip on his
hammer at the anvil.
Attributes: Agility d4, Smarts d8, Spirit d6, Strength
d8, Vigor d8
Skills: Fighting d4, Knowledge (Blacksmithing) d8
[+2], Knowledge (Gunsmithing) d8 [+2], Notice d8,
Repair d8, Taunt d6
Charisma: -2; Pace: 6; Parry: 4; Toughness: 7

Hindrances: Code of Honor [M], Outsider [m]
Edges: Brawny, McGyver, Scholar
Primary Language: Chinese
Secondary Language: English d4 (He learned
English from Cid, so speaks English with a southern
accent).
Gear: Hammer (Str+d4; improvised weapon), repair
tools
Quotes:
“Can I make bullets? My people discovered
gunpowder and applied it to war against the
Mongolians when your people were still using
swords and bows.”
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“The middle man has slowly killed my profession.
There was honor when a warrior brought his own
materials to the smith to craft his tools for war.”
Last Stop Restaurant
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The Last Stop Restaurant was named as a
reference to this being the end of the Syver rail line
and the last current stop of the Arizona Territory
Express Stage Coach line. It also the first thing
people see as they exit the Express Stage Coach
line building’s front door. The Last Stop’s specialties
are sandwiches, hamburgers, and decadent
confectionaries such as freshly baked pies. The
costs for fresh meat and water for baking keep
prices high. Expect to spend $30 if you go to dinner
here and stay for desert.
Travelers who are more interested in a stiff drink
than a good meal after their long journey proceed to
the Ace in the Hole Saloon and Gambling Room
instead.
Assay Office
The Assay Office exchanges ore for currency for a
10% to 20% fee of the total worth of the ore. For
example, a $10 dollar chunk of silver ore would be
exchanged for $8 to $9. Higher grade ores are often
exchanged for the 10% fee with the 20% fee likely to
be leveled against freelancers and prospectors
poking around the area who don’t work for Syver
directly. The Assay Office always has two guards in
the front and two in the back at all hours.
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